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Church donates papers
Second largest senatorial collection to move, to BSU
by Kelly Love
The University News
.Former U.S. Senator Frank Church has
donated his public papers and memorabilia
to the BSU library.
In an announcement made last week
President John Keiser said that Church's
collection is 'one of the largest ever
compiled by a U.S. senator, second only to
Senator Hubert Humphrey's collection.
The collection contains the personal
correspondence, research materials and
other documents compiled when he was
chairman of the Special Committee on
Aging and the Senate Foreign Relations
committee.
It also includes bound volumes, research
materials, and' correspondence' from
Church's work on intelligence agencies,
wilderness areas, multinational corpo-
rations; presidential powers, Vietnam, gun
control and other issues.
His senate and presidential campaign
documents, including videotape advertise-
ments, are in the collection along with press
releases, photograph files, and copies of
most speeches Church has delivered.
According to Keiser, the Church
collection will be "the most important
historical collection in the state to date, and
without question will attract the interest of
scholars from around the world," he said,
~ ·'Church";' in :a,.,~tl\tement from his W~h-.
. ingtont'D.'C. horne.said that,he'felt 'BSU
was best qualified for housing thecollec-
tion because of its location as the university
in his fomer home town and the capitol of
the state he represented for 24 years. "The
university has already demonstrated its
interest by establishing the Frank' Church
Chair of Public Affairs," he said.
Keiser also announced last week, that
BSU intends to -increase the -funds in the
Frank Church Chair of Public Affairs,
which has sponsored conferences on the
Middle East and political repression. Keiser
said the goal is to increase the endowment,
fund in honor of the former Idaho senator
by $500,000.
If raised, the resulting increased interest
from the Frank Church Chair of Public
Affairs endowment would be used to fund
visiting . professors and two people to
organize the collection of papers.
Keiser says he is pleased about the
donation, "We are pleased that Idaho will
retain this important part of its history."
According to him, the papers are an
important addition to BSU's programs ,in
by Paul Pugmire
The University News
A recent United States Supreme Court
decision affecting the ability of faculty to
confer with administrators at public
universities has generated a mixed response
at BSU. .
Faculty and administrators said that the
decision should have no immediate impact
at BSU, but that it could have serious
'nnplications for the future of faculty
governance at public colleges.
". do not expect it to have ~Y direct,
overnight effect. I don't think peop!eare
,that crass," said Dr. Mary Trapp,
•professor of communication who teaches
First Amendment law.
The Court,' in .Minn~otQ ·Boardo/.
,Community Colleg~Y.Knight,. held· 6-3 .
that a Minnesoia' law ~uirinI pu~lic
~versity8dmiDistrators to receive. faculty
, input oDlythrousb a. union ,represeDiative
-r •
Courtrules on faculty freedom
is constitutioDaI. The majority opinion was
written by Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
"For Justice O'Connor, we (the faculty)
may as well be involved in hauling garbage.
The particular" needs of the academic
setting are apparently no different from
bargaining with the .sanitatien depart-
ment,"Trappsaid.uWesee a once great
institution, or atJeast a once great ideal,
reduced to wage earners," .
The. majority 'position allows com-
munication bctweenadministration and
faculty to be re8ulated by the "identity' of
the .speakee" and,~'b.lockSeffectively
meaningful expressiQn'~bynon-union
faculty, Justice John PaulS~ens wrote.lnhis diSsent, .. ..' . . . ,
If.is this abili.ty ..of Ja~tyto ,have
meaninaful '.interaction. willi the admin-
'istration .that coneems sOme BSU. facUlty .
members.. ." " .....•..... '. ......•...•....
. "11hinkit (the dc:dsion) Will. in the lona
Nn, ,incraasethe. separation between. the ..
BSUPresident John KeISer. and Church attorney Garry Wentsky announce donation.
Photo by Karl Enochs '
public affairs. "Senator Church represents through the collection," Keiser said.
the ideal of what it means to be educated in BSU will create a space on the third floor
public affairs," he said. , of the library of about 3,000 square feet to
':cA'C'coi:dingto~eiser, the~nive.rsiiy. house the papersand provide a place to
'instituted' the' Frank 'Church:"Chiiir·,1of ',study:them •.~.Keisersays the immediate
Public Affairs.because it wanted to express plans incJudestoring the documents in' the
appreciation for Church's past. involve- state library until the Frank Church room is
ments in public affairs. "I think that done and storage area is remodeled. He
Church is probably the most focused hopes to be ready to receive the papers by
example of public affairs in an individual next fall. According to Keiser, there will be
that Idaho has produced on a national some expenses in remodeling but that the
scene. That's why we went out of way to majority of the work will involve making
institute the chair of public affairs," he partitions and not "bricks and mortar."
said. Some added security is expected. Keiser
said that some security measures might be
taken. "Students will have to demonstrate
purpose whim looking at the documents,"
he said. But, "we're committed to make
them available and to make them available
in a fairly decent kind of way ." ·
Church's attorney, Garry Wenske
represented Church in last week's
announcement and thanked the university
for accepting the papers. Wenske said that
Church is doing as well as can be expected,
and the formersenator is at his.Maryland
home writing an article for The Washing-
ton Post on U.S. policy in Latin America.
Church is undergoing chemotherapy
treatment for a pancreatic tumor.
(
'J
"r:
Presently, some 1,800 cartons of the
collection are at Stanford University where
Church attended college. But those docu-
ments will be moved to BSU fairly soon
says Keiser. He said Church has made,
contacrwith Stanford officials and that the
cartons will be in Boise by April.
Keiser sees the collection as important
for scholars and historians. "Given what's
in those papers and given the role that he
played, there will be national and inter-
national scholars that will visit," he said.
.He thinks that in itself will be a real
opportunity for advanced' students.
..As a historian, I would be very
interested in having a couple years to plow
r
,;
I
I
, faculty and the administration and I think
it., will tend to increase a confrontational
attitude between them," Trapp said.
Others think that the, decision may be an
incentive, foradministratofs to; avoid
dealing extensively withtheir subordinates.
"I'm concerned that we may have some
administrators who don;t like people
bothering them, who may find this as a
perfect excuse to insulate themselves from
those peOple with whom they work," said
Harvey. Pitman, professor of com-'
munication and a member of the Faculty
Seriate~ .'
...: '-'They may find that this ruling helps
prot~them from the peasantS," he said.
.. The doors of access to administration
should be kept open because of thcstrOJ1g
, tradition' of faculty· involvlmiCIit in .polii:y
making, but "them!ijonty opinionscems
\'-'" ' . . .-, .
Continued on page 7
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Students organize conference
by Valerie Mead
The University News
i~~:{ .:,~~1I., e' .... /J&ftl~~tY~/;::re~~~ ~~::~t~;~~e~~~ ~~:;~~tf~~ufosr'~~
'p.m~itlJ~e:SI1Pa.t,.. .'.rilWrs6·tih~}St.111~> the Humanities in Idaho is the history
<.\Qu~ts~k.¥rswW·ini:lu~esf.l:tteseriil.ior· honors society at BSU, Phi Alpha Theta ..
JO~n":,Barkel' .....ho.is:cu~l1tlY~i;viIighis The group is using the grant to produce a
"nint~tetm.:andischall'lllan.()fHE\V.·,ari(l'·;
: !b,~ju~c~rulescqmmittee~l#wiit:;P¢ilk: :~f~~e?~~~~ ~:~~I~r~~~~y on March.S
mfavc)J"oftheprol'osecUuitiQnbiUalong The conference, titled "Taking Back tile
with:ASllSUPresidentOeannaWeaver,': Past for the Future: Women's History ih
.Arguing: against;' tUitionwlll~e·stat~. 1984," was funded by a grant of approx-
senatortolol'llla Doblerwho'i~ servillgher .•' . imately $9,000, according to Dana Bennett,
: s~.thterJP'.inthe senate~ DOb1eials() serV~ • President of Phi Alpha Theta.
oonJhefinance committee; ,Brad Mlirtin; To submit a grant application, Bennett
f9rnel"~itorof the VniversitYJl/ewswiU' said, an applicant must write a proposal
speak~thDobletagaitlstJn~s~atetUition'2 which is studied by the AHI staff. Three
. Jdik;e Endicott wlUbethemoMratorand members of the Association are assigned to
~e(lebateis'oPentolhe publlc;,t\dmission; . the grant for analysis. They present their
is'ft~apdthedebat~ issponsore~by.the' findings to the AHI meeting and after
StudentPl,"ograms Board; '. discussion by the whole group, the final
:~l~s~~$1Jegi1:l':; de~!~~:/s ~r:c~:~e quite a few reser-
;classes~,eiin AI'iif9in'Boi~~ ~:~:~~~:' ~r~c~n~~~~~::,i~h~b:I~~a A~~;~
"'Unive'r~ity's . Continuing vice-president, said, "They mentioned how
pr(jiraniin~ountiUn,Home,>.>< they had turned down so many student
;;}')ri~rity regisfradou'for' military' projects in the past, especially Boise State
perscmnel \\rjllbeheld(r0til.!>a:m.io 4p;'rn; projects. They thought this would be II
onMonday,A~riI2 attheMountalnllQme good opportunity to show that they aren't
,Air.:F9rce'Base' Educatio~Of.ffce~6peri prejudiced against student projects or
r\lgiSti'llti9nrunsfrol'ri;AprilH~;'Iiqoks against BSU, which has been an accusation
an~s~pplies 'tViH be aVlIilableatthe'office in the past." ,
~gillJliri~April s ···i.:·<·.· ., In putting the project together once
Tobetter'serve,Moun~ainH;(iitie'and funding was secured, Bennett said, the
.surr<~undingarearesidentsiBSI) .has'
expande~the' offerings and changed fronla
16 to, ;li l2~week block. The courses run
until June 29...
.' ·Jim Patton,educational service officer at ..
thebase, "sa.id·iheprevious· I6-week course
blocks wereineonvencienf .for,IIlilitary
students. "When they want to takeaclass,t
they. can't ..plan' that; fllrahead/'The .':
'.shprierc:ourse.bl~~·'givCls"us· .the ;advan~':
.'·tag~; ~Fofferin~·mj.iie ciasse.s, th~ou8hOl,lt
.theyear,"and ~tuderits~~don'fha:ve#fu~.to\·
'ger tbenu~iennblalIS;!r;! '.•:',• ":';.".•..';.:
p~ttonsllidthecorirse.schedule has been '.
.exPllnd~i'·;J)artiCuiarIY.;···.·.itl..•·.;··matliel:Ulitics.·,
Sorneo! 'ihes~ai'topiCs nil s'~this
~).area:'bi '~:QUrse2~;:
Bennett said the conference will act as an
introduction to women's studies courses at
BSU. "There are a lot of women's issues
classes on this campus," Bennett said, "but
there's not introduction to the study of--no
prerequisite:' . .. . .
Phi Alpha Theta chose to organize a
conference on women's history for several
reasons, according to Bennett. "National
Women's History Week has been recog-
nized since 1978," 'Bennett said, "and BSU
and especially Phi Alpha Theta has not
done anything to commemorate Women's
History Week specifically."
Women's history, according to Bennett,
is the experiences of women, which are not
always the same as those of men even
though they may be living under the same
conditions; "Women's history is often the
same as traditional' history in that
historians only pay attention to ex-
ceptional, white, upper-middle-class
women who did exceptional things,"
Bennett added. . •
.Lisa Monaci, Phi Alpha Theta secretary,
said, "there's been a' lot of criticism
because it's such a new field and a lot of the
sources are folk history-diaries, stories,
songs. But that's where you're going to find
the history of the common men, too."
"I think we went into this terribly naive,
terribly unprepared," Bennett said, "but,
luckily, we've got people who are willing to
persevere and willing to really work."
"I think we've found really novel ways to
deal with a lot of the problems that, say, a
".."--'.''''''....~'-'",--";;.,~1
I
Members of BSU history honorary society
discuss final conference plans. Photo by
Russ P. Markus
faculty member wouldn't have found,"
Bennett said. "This kind of thing is part of
their job. They do stuff like· this to show
that they're worth having at a university.
We did this because it's something we're
genuinely interested in,"
biggest problem was getting people
motivated initially. "Phi Alpha Theta has
been notoriously small and inactive, "
Bennett said. "At first things were kind of
slow, meetings were small. and then all of
the sudden it just ballooned."
; .
Senate debates KBSU funding
I
ASBSU tables senator training
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
The ASBSU Senate last week debated
providing $30,000 dedicated funding' for
KBSU, to assure some vestige. of student
control and emphasize their commitment in
current budget negotiations.
One of the main points of contention in
the contract was the plan to bring· in five
professional staff members. KBSU general
manager Marla Legette sajd she wasn't
opposed to a closer involvement with the
Communication department and their
faculty, but felt that the presence of five
professionals on the staff would limit the
level of student involvement.
Legette stressed that the contract covers
programming and employment decisions
for KBSU and that a representative from
the station should have been included in the
conferences.
The purpose of the contract, according
to Weaver, was not to misrepresent KBSU's
by Jeff Morris and Jessie Faulkner
The University News
Senate action on an amendment to the
ASBSU constitution will be tabled until
next year according to the amendment~s
author;V<rTechsenator Michael Kruse.)
The amendment,· which can only be
approved. by students in an ASBSU
election, would· make a training period
necessary for all incoming ASBSUofficers.
But the Senate must first approve that
amendment before being placed on the
ballot.' .
The senators discussed the amendment in
their regular Wednesday meeting Feb. 29,
but they tabled the discussion before
deciding to vote. Later,. Senator Kruse
decided to withdraw his proposed changes
. until next year.
Senator Steve Jackson was concerned
about the possibility of the president and
senate being forced to acceptthe budget of
outgoing officers. "!really don't think the
new president should have to deal with
. that," s\dd·Jack~on;· •.•... ' . ' ..
ASBSU Vice President Richard Jung
says the idea of a training period is good,
but he said he doesn't think a constitutional
. Senate
desires but to 'safeguard student involve-
ment at the station. She also said that the
programming will probably not change
with the exception"of the National Public
Radio programs aired.
KBSU employee Jim Kreider said,
'''We're probably looking at one of the
better compromises," and stated that it was
in the nature of compromises to best suit all
parties but not give anyone totally what
they want.
Sen. Dennis White, Education, said that
he .felt the contract as it was would
jeopardize KBSU's autonomy.
Weaver disagreed. "There are benefits to
be had,as long as we have a voice at the
administrative level."
, Legette said she is resigned to the IPEBs
amendment is the best approach. "I think
that if we're going to make those kind of
changes that they'd be better handled by
internal rules than by constitutional
amendment," Jung said.
According to Jung, many negative things
could result from the amendment. As the
amendment reads now, the incoming
officers would have no say on the annual
budget because the outgoing president
would submit the following year's budget
- in April. The training period, which lasts
the remainder of the semester, would not
allow the new officers time enough to make
any changes~ JUl'jg said. .
"Hopefully the incoming president and
t~e outgoing president could work togehter
and (the new president would have) a say,
but those are ideal conditions," Jung said.
The Senate also discussed a draft of an ..
agreement between AS'BSU and BSU's
administration on the operation of studerit-
. . o"perated radio station KBSU during the
Wednesday meeting. .
. Under this agreement the Com-'
municati6nDepartment arid Station
Manager/Director would manage and
supervise the station .. AnotheI:part· of. the
, agreement would guarantee internships for
,.:,
::. '
. ""7"'~- .--., •• ----~ --_ •• - - -~'_~_~ " .< • - ---_.,"- •• ¥- ~ --.," -
,~~~--: )
affiliation, but felt the contract should be
written better. She said she felt provisions
for' programming control should be
outlined in the contract.
Senate .reaction to the proposed
decidlted funding was mixed. Senators
Michael Kruse, Vo-Tech, and Rick
Farnsworth, Business, said they felt that
the past history of funding KBSU should be
considered an investment. They both
expressed their concern that as an invest-
ment, KBSU had returne~ little.
Legette said that she had only asked for
one-half of the operating budget from the
ASBSU Senate during the past two years
and any profits 'made by the station were
put back into OPerating costs.
After considerable discussion, most
directed towards clarifying the issue at
'hand, Sen. White moved to table .. the
discussion again uti! the next caucus
meeting.
i
working at the station. .
Another provision guarantees a student
"shadow" position for every professional.
For ever professional hired at the station
there would also be a student shadow,' a
student who would observe the professional
and help in any way possible. "They would
have a written job description so they
wouldn't be delegated to doing the dirty
work," added Jung.
The agreement establishes a broadcast
advisory board as well. Two studentS,
faculty members and community
representatives will be on the board as well
as a representative from the Idaho
Educational Public Broadcasting System,
.the KBSU station manager and Com-
munication Department Chairperson or·
designee.
BobLilly, disc j6ck::y at KFXDimd
former BSU stuqent, was approved by a
unanimou senate vote to. serve >on the
broadcast advisory ..board~ .
. '.: But' the senate decided to table the
discussion of the agreement until the caucus'
meeting on Monday. . . . . . . . .
In Monday's caucus meeting; the senate
·debated.·' . ." .
;i
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Warne'r
'by Edith Decker,
The University News
Assistant professor of English,Kathleen
Warner is BSU's resident folklori"st. Her
classes include North AmericanTndlan
Folklore and Literature and 'an upper-
division class in Folklore in addition to
other more tra'ditional Engiish courses.
She came to BStJ in 1966 and began
teaching the folklore class, which she also
wrote, in 1968. '
Next semester, she will also teach the
mythology course which will include an
examination of archetypes in literature,
especially the primordial earth goddesses.
University News reporter Edith Decker
spoke with Dr. Warner about her classes
and the Native American philosophy and
folklore.
Q: What is covered in your North
American Indian Folklore and Literature
class?
A: I try to make some general statements
concerning the traditional Native American
belief system which are, in the main, true,
regardless of individual culture.
Ideally, there are two basic relationships
possible between folklore and literature--
one considering folklore as literature, the
other, folklore in literature. I also deal with
various traditional beliefs as they manifest
themselves in traditional folklore.
What I hope, comes out of the class is a
decrease in ethnocentric viewpoints. I hope
somewhere in the course of that class,
people say, 'Well, despite our cultural
conditioning, maybe we don't have the only
viable religious belief system. Maybe we
don't have a corner on a particular kind of
deity figure,'
I try to suggest that individuals might
come to some kind of a relationship with
themselves and the earth and also a
responsible relationship to each other.
Somewhere, I hope it occurs to them that
simply because a society is technologically
superior, that they are morally and ethically
superior simply does not follow. I can't
think of anything more foreign to mankind
than nuclear devices, and yet man has
created them through his reason process.
I almost see that man; through use of his
reason, has created something so foreign-sit
is as remote from him as he is from the
earth. Technology seems to believe that you
can continue to commit unnatural acts with
impunity.
There will be a time, if technology
continues to proliferate dangerous chemical,'
and nuclear waste, that the earth will no
longer be able to support man.
Q: How did you become so interested In
folklore?
A: When I was an undergraduate at the
University of Nevada and reading' the
mainstream British literary figures, I was
living in an Italian neighborhood. There
was a bocce court on the side of the house
and on Sunday afternoons, men would
come to playa bocce game.
They would speak Italian, but they
would swear in English. When the game got
discusses philosophy, classes
aboutabeginnlng or an end to something. '
Traditionally" Native" Americans. worked
toward a synthesis, seeing how all the parts:
'fit into the whole. When you see that, you'
have a certain respect for how the pieces' fit
in the sense of a balance. '
I think you have to peacefully co-exist
with others before you can begin leaping
continents and political ideologies. How do "
you peacefully co-exist with yourself on a
daily basis-or with someone else in the
class or within the same community? I
, think you have to deal with things close to
home.
Q: What ~A8 In your upper division
folkore class, E 390? .
A: In that class I'd like students to be able
to identify various genres of folklore and to
'preserve the context of the, collecting
situation. I ask them to do a collection and
to annotate it. I ask them to see folklore as
literature as an aesthetic product of man's
imagination. '
Q: What is your favorite piece of folklore
or literature?
,A: If I may, I'll tell you about a figure in
, Native American folklore. There is a figure
known all over as the trickster figure.
Among Native Americans he is generally
embodied in a coyote. He's sort of a
collective rejection of humanity.
He represents the best and worst of what
man is capable of. He is greedy, hungry,
over-sexed and entirely ego-centric. In
those cultures that allow him to-develop he
becomes a deity figure who is responsible
for shaping the order of this world and for
humankind's destiny.
The interesting thing about him is that
beyond his apathy there is something very
illusive about him. He is very very old.
When you see him overlaid with Christian'
thought, he's always associated with the
dc;vil.
That's so characteristic of EiJro-
American dualistic thinking. Either you are
good or you are bad. He is a synthesis or a
representative of all the different attributes
of man. He is representative of all that man
can be.
Q: What other classes would you like to see
at BSU?
A: More folklore classes, of course. We
thought of asking English majors to
identify their needs somehow. If there were
some way of students making known their
needs, it would be easier for us to help
, them.
Q: Would that take the form of a survey?
A: Possibly, I'm not sure yet exactly how
we're going to do it.
Q: How are students different at BSU?
A: I think in many ways they are better
prepared.' They are certainly more
concerned with an entire society. I also
think their interests are much broader.
Idaho students always seem more wilIing to
learn. Although the background isn't
always there they generally have the desire
to learn. ,
Background can always be filled in. I
think students are treated much more like
adults than they used to be, too.
BSU resident folklorist Kathleen, Warner talks about her philosophies and her classes.
Photo by Karl Enochs
too raucous I would take refuge 011 the
porch of my landlady and we would discuss
weighty matters like how to avoid making
lumpy polenta (a kind of porridge). .
I thought I really knew those people until
I took an undergraduate folklore class and
,based a collection on that area. Then h I
realized that the study of folklore could
provide insights into values, attitudes,
beliefs, in ways that other disciplines didn't
really touch on.
It was only after I did that collection that
I came to a different level of under- ,
standing. Eventually, then, I, came to a
point where I wanted to .learn something
about oral literature.
Q: How has your life been affected by
American Indian philosophy?
A: It's helped me to make some sense of a
world that often seems' an absurdity.
Europeans and Americans are taught that
reality is uni-dimensional and that it can be
understood when a person uses his intellect
to fragment it into bits and pieces.
Euro-Americans concern themselves with
lines and tend to think 'in terms of 'a
hierarchical scale. They tend to use phrases
such as "climbing the ladder of success,"
"getting to the top," and it says something
about the emphasis we place on com-
-petition.
Those.views are-all somewhat opposed to
traditional Native American views.,
I mentioned hierarchical scales-thinking
in terms of the ladder is only one
possibility. It's just as possible that we can
think in other geometric forms like spheres
or triangles or wheels.
It might just be as important for an
individual to himself or herself a place on
this wheel in' relation to some other
situation.
Native American traditionally thought in
terms of circles. So you don't have to worry
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Faculty activists at BSU tackle issues
Keiser emphasized that the criticism of
Billings should not be taken as an
infringement of academic freedom, but as
an enforcement of BSU policy regarding
the expression of political beliefs.
by Jeff Kline
The University News
, From racial issues to anti-war demon-
strations, the university campus has
traditionally been America's testing ground
for political innovation. An important
figure in this birthplace of political
movement is the university professor ,
whose ideas and theories form students into
future political leaders.
At BSU, faculty members are involved in
issues ranging from alternatives in public
education to nuclear disarmament and the
Boise City Council. The reasons for
involvement are as different as the issues
themselves.
Dr. Don Billings, an economics professor
at BSU for the past 12 years, is active in the
organization Choice in Education Idaho,
which is exploring private alternatives to
the government education system.
,"We are interested in getting the
discussion of alternatives to public
education out in the open," said Billings.
Billings, who doesn't consider himself
-politically active', is involved in the issue
because of his professionalbackground as
an economist.
"Economists have a sort of built-in
thing against monopolies. So we worry
about things like price fixing and mono-
polies. Recently economists have been
involved in the deregulation of airlines and
trucking, and the same concepts apply to
education," Billing said.
"When monopoly conditions exist, as
they do in education, you tend to get
inferior performance. high costs,
inefficiency, and an absence of consumer
alternatives." Billings said.
As a Libertarian, Billings is opposed in a
political sense to a sameness and uniformity
in our educational system.
"The basis for public education in our
country was to provide for a sameness, to
take the 'heathen' southern and eastern
Europeans, the Irish and Italians and mold
them into this uniform group," Billings
said. "The libertarian would rather see
different approaches taken to reduce the
sameness, to make the 'melting pot' boil a
little bit."
Billings contends that public education is
largely a monopoly. He cited the fact that
in Idaho 97f1Jo f the students attend public
schools, and compulsory attendance laws
require children to attend some type of
school.
"The point is that to attend a private
school you have to pay twice; You pay your
property, income and sales taxes which in
Idaho pay for the public education system,
and then if you want to choose an
alternative and send to a private school
such as Bishop Kelly High School, you have
to pay again. This makes it incredibly more
expensive.
For Idaho's universities, Billings said he
favors the move to a tuition system.
I'd like to see a gradual increase of
tuition over a 10 year period," Billings
said. "What 1 favor is moving to a system
like any decent private college or university.
, If you can afford full tuition, you pay it. If
you can't you submit a financial aid form
to determine how much you can pay, and a
scholarship is granted.
Funding such a system would require
cooperation from local businesses in the
form of an endowment fund that would be
. used to pay for scholarships and eliminate
the need for more taxation.
Billings has been under fire from the
university president for publicizing his
views on public education. Dr. Keiser
, contends that Billings did not make it clear
to the public that the views he expressed
were not the views -of the administrative
staff at BSU.
Keiser said that while the universitY is a
forum for political ideas, it is not university
policy to support any one political point of
view. He "feels that BUlin8s should have
seParated himselfirom BSU on this issue
by referring to himself as an economist
instead ot a BSU professor during news,
mterviews• "
National issues
Dr. Richard Baker is another of BSU's
politically involved faculty members.
Baker, a sociology professor and an activist
in many social and political areas, is
currently a member of the board of
directors of the Snake River Alliance.
The Snake River Alliance is an Idaho-
based' organization that is involved in
stopping the arms race and seeks to
establish nuclear disarmament as U.S.
foreign policy, according to Baker, who has
been an SRA member for four years.
In addition, the SRA wants to see serious
negotiations between the United States and
the Soviet Union, instead of the ritualistic
negotiations that have been conducted in
the past, Baker said. The alliance hopes for
bilateral reduction of nuclear arms with the
cooperation of the Soviet Union:
On the local level the SRA is geared to
looking at the arms race in Idaho,
especially the activities of the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory located
in Arco. ;
"The INEL is trying to build a new
production reactor in Idaho, and that
production reactor will produce the
materials for the next round of sophis-
ticated weapons that are going to be
developed by the U.S. military," Baker
said.
The main goal of the SRA, according to
Baker, is to educate the public on the effect
of nuclear energy. If the public is informed
the SRA feels that it will demand a change
in policies. '
To effect a change in the government
policy, the SRA feels that it has to,
encourage political action through meetings
and demonstrations, but this is difficult to
do in a conservative state such as Idaho,
Baker said.
Baker would like to see the alliance be a
little less cautious in its public activities and
a little more assertive in issues like the
White Train passing through the area.
"The political process in our country
doesn't operate very positively in the name
of the people, it is really hard to influence
natio'nal policy, particularly in foreign
affairs, .. Baker said.
"Whether we elect Democrats .or
Republicans, for the last 37 years they have
continued the arms race and the over-
whelming majority of Americans support a'
nuclear freeze. People," Baker said,
"don't feel like they can influence public
policy. They are incredibly passive, so very
rarely does a political movement have any
effect."
According to Baker, the worst thing that
could happen for the anti-nuclear move-
ment would be the re-election of President
Reagan. "He has us involved in a
tremendous arms build-up that is extremely
dangerous to American society," he said.
His political activism, Baker said, helps
him get rid of the feeling that he is
powerless to do anything about the
direction America is taking regarding
nuclear energy.
Baker said he thinks the faculty should
be more politically involved because their
level of' education is higher than the
majority of the people and because of their
position in the community.
"I'm not sure that in both the state
legislature and on the federal level there
'isn't some attempt now to have public
employees not. be allowed to be politically,
active at all, because the lesspeople are
involved the better they like it," Baker: said.
"This .is especially true for public
employees who are apt to be more liberal ."
The two faces of the university professor. Illustration by John Walradt
.~'
, Selander said that he can see a conflict
when state employees such as himself are
involved in state issues. "The main
problem comes when professors use state
money, in the form of stationery and state
paid time, to lobby the legislature on state
issues such as the budget for higher
education, .. Selander said.
He cited incidents in the late 1970s when
university professors throughout the state,
were writing letters on university stationery
asking the legislators to take a particular
stand on an issue.
When this occurs, he said, it appears to
be more than just a personal request and
tends to appear as though an individual's
stance on an issue is in fact university,
policy.
Selander, like Baker, said he believes that
more people should be involved in issues
that affect their community. He recognizes
the fact 'that there are those who think
people that are involved in higher education
should remain aloof of political issues, but
doesn't agree with the point of view.
"My point of view is that .if I'm a
member of this community, I have some
responsibility for the life of this community
and I have some responsibility for deciding
what ways I can affect that life," Selander
said. "It just so happens that I choose a
political way."
"Everyone should be responsible to their
community, and it's up to the individual to
decide, based on his personality and skills,
how they will contribute," he added.
Selander said he believes BSU, as the
state's largest. university in the state's
largest city. should be more active in the
,political process. He suggested that the
research center could be under contract to
the state and provide legislative assistance
when neeessary,and that it should be paid
for any support services it gives.
"We have a research center, we could be
on contract to perform research services
that, due to lack of time and money, the
legislature can't do. But they must be
willing to pay for them in: order for the
,services to exist," Selander. said.
, Next"~:eek "the 1JniversityN~S, will'
discuss student involv¢ment in"Politics at
•Boise StQte. ' '
English professor at BSU and a member of
,the Boise City Council for the past seven
years, addresses issues that, while not of
national significance, are just as important.
Selander, who ran for the state legis-
lature in 1972 and again in 1976, is involved
in policy making issues concerning land
use, zoning and the city budget.
The Boise City Council is responsible for
overseeing the use of city parks, the Boise
Public Library, the police and fire depart-
ments, the bus system and the city
• recreation department. '
Selander became involved in the city'
council because friends and neighbors in
the north end of Boise were concerned that
the candidates for city council in 1977 did
not represent the feeling of those people
living in the north end.
They asked him to run for the position
and to represent their ideas on developing
the foothill area. At the time there was
concern about the possibility of commercial
businesses over-developing the area.
Selander believes that government should
be -involved in land-use decisions and
rejects the idea that the free enterprise
system should be allowed to dictate how the
land in Boise should be used. In reality, he
said, the free enterprise system doesn't
really exist.
"This country doesn't operate on a free
enterprise basis, and it .never has. It's a
term people use and it's just a cliche that
strikes a patriotic heartstring, but it's just
not real. We don't operate that way,"
Selander said.
"Practically every industry is regulated
by the government, so to say you want to
tum land use decisions over to free'
enterprise is to say you want to turn it over
, to something that doesn't exist," he said.
"I have a hard time dealing with that
concept philosophically."
According •to Selander ,if we allow
business and "free enterprise" to make the
decisions on how we develop our land, then
the wishes,ofthe people in the area Will be
ignored in favor of makir].g money. '
" , Government can abuse power also;"
Selander said, but, if we elect responsible
people we can strike a ba!aQce between the
want. of free enterprise and theweU beuig
of the peOple in the commu!1ity. '
Local issues
Not all the pOlitically active faculty'
members are involved in national issues like
public education and nuclear disaniuunent.
On the local level, Glenn Selander,an
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r---..-------------:--~-----------;....-----:..-------......:------__:--------,---:------, '"Faculty, continued Faculty Senate. The BSU Faculty Consti- willingness to listen to faculty. . Lawson, Boise, and Valerie Razutis, Kuna, . . ),
tution and By-Laws, which is approved by "To the extent that I have been 'were the recipients. Runner-ups for the
to have. closed' the door' on 'any asserted the State Board of" Education, says that ineffective," he said, "or to the extent that, awards were Camilla Shell, Nampa and
constitutional right" to such access, said "the faculty shall provide recom- I have been not able to get ari idea Doug Case, Boise. .
Dr. Willard Overgaard, chairman of the mendations on matters of educational implemented, it's to the extent that J have Enger has had several parts in Meridian
Political Science Department and professor policy." . allowed myself to become isolated and not High school productions vincludingvthe
of constitutional law, History Professor Michael Zirinsky,the recognize that involvement is important." leads Kate in "The Taming of the Shrew"
Stevens' argument in his dissent about chairman of the Faculty Senate, sees. the "Some people may think I'm isolated and Cinderella in the play of the same
the inability of faculty to have meaningful Minnesota Board case as not "having much anyway, or that central administration is name.
expression with an administration is "a bearing outside of the collective bargaining because you're not out running around all ' Lawson, a Capital High school senior,
point well. registered," Overgaard said. process," but said there already.' are the time," Keiser said. "There are a lot of has had several roles in drama productions
President John Keiser agrees that the problems with faculty involvement in additional things to do." including the Widow in "Taming of the
Court's decision could hurt faculty- policy formation at BSU. Overgaard agreed with both points of the Shrew" and Phylly in "Juvie.' She has
administration interaction by being "In practice, very seldom am I consulted . President's analysis. also attended state drama festivals and
"destructive of collegiality." in the decision making process before the "I would say clearly that looking at received superior ratings on various scenes,
Any destruction, though, is not likely to decision is made;" Zirinskysaid. opportunity for accessability to the Razutis is a senior at Kuna High School
come quickly.said Dr. William Keppler, "The tendency towards collective administration at Boise State, it is not and her roles include Beverly in "Up the
dean of the school of arts and sciences. bargaining in higher education is a direct clearly present," he said. . Down Staircase" and Nina in "The Good
"I think that universities' policies and result to the frustration faculty ,members It is very difficult to be an administrator Doctor" with the Indian Creek Players.
procedures are so strongly entrenched that feel at being left out of the decision-making today, Overgaard added, because so much Shell is a senior a Nampa High school
a single Supreme Court decision won't have . process," Zirinsky said. is expected of one. and has such parts to ehr credit as Miss
that much effect," he said. Keiser, who said he was a "disrupter of Haversham in "Great Expectations'."
Keppler added, however ,that the administrative behavior" while a faculty Case, a senior at Capital High School, is
decision could be harmful because it is so senate member before.coming to BSU, said the president of the Drama Club there and
narrow in defining who can address an he seeks the advice of faculty members;' has held the major role of Dino in the play
administration. "My general belief is that if you've got ·,"luvie."
"The thing that disturbs me the most is the largest collection of Ph.D.s in one place
that there needs to be a wider latitude of in a three or four hundred mile radius, they
faculty involvment," he said. "If I were to also have a lot of good ideas and they ought
suddenly say one group only should to be more informed on the kind of issues
represent the faculty, my gosh, they would that we are talking about than any other
tar and feather me and I would deserve to group and to not seek it (their input) is
be tarred and. feathered." silly," he said.
The usual mechanism for faculty input in Keiser also sees a link between his
the policy making process is through the effectiveness as an administrator and his'
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Students awarded Deadline extended
Double Bill;
March 9& 11
SUB Ada Lounge
Joe Hill .
Joe Hili (1971-Swedlsh) C·114m· .. • 0: Bo
Widerberg. Thommy Berggren, Anla Schmidt,
Kelvin Malave, Everl Anderson, Cathy Smith.
Fabricated story of legendary labor -leader has
usual Widerberg matter-of-taste glossiness, but
also some affecting scenes and pleasant
performances. Joan Baez sings title song.
Three area high school students who
participated in the recent Theatre Arts
Festival at Boise State University have been
awarded $450 scholarships to the BSU
Theatre Arts Department hext year. ."
Lisa K. Enger, Meridian, Usa Antonia
The March 3, deadline for the Whitten-
berger Fellowship Program has been ex-
tended to March 15, 1984. Interested
persons should inquire with Deankenneth
M. Hollenbaugh's office, on the 3rd floor
of the School of Business.
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The Wobblies
From 1905 to W'orld War I "Solidarity" was the
slogan of the day as members of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW), nicknamed the
Wobblles traveled from coast to coast orqanlz-
Ing unskilled Immigrant and minority laborers
into "One Big Union." Today we take their
achievements for granted: the eight-hour work
day, the end of child labor, Improved work and
safety conditions-.
Students
$1.50
General Public
$2.50
7pm
Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.
Smooth and satisfying, it blends coffee
with the rich flavor of Irish creme for a taste that
will bring out the Irish in everyone.
Have the luck
of the Irish.
Instantly
".
I;.
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Seniorreclllll,-Cindy Barrie,fiute, 8:15
p.m.,Music Auditorium, free.
.
Top,tu:be
Thursday, March 8
8:00 p.m, ThePleasureof His Company,
. Fred 'Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Lilli
Palmer. Ex-husband returns home to
attend daughter's wedding, but ends up
trying to break up the young couple when
he decides he wants to know his daughter
better. KTRV-12.
Friday, .March 9
8:00 p.m. Swing Time, Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers, Victor Moore. Gambling
dancer, struggles to save money to get
married, and ends up with the wrong girl,
KTRV-12.
11:00 .p.m, Austin City Limits,
West and Floyd Cramer, KAID-4.
Saturday, March 10
2:00 p.rn, Goodbye Again, Ingrid
Bergman, Yves Montand, Anthony
Perkins. Paris interior decorator neglected
by her lover accepts the attention of a
younger man, ends up married and
neglected again, KTRV-12.
10:00 p.m. Knights of the Round Table,
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Mel Ferrar.
Story of, you guessed it, King Arthur and
his knights, KAID-4.
Sunday, March 11
8:00 p.m. The Spy Who Loved Me,
Roger Moore, Barbara Bach, Richard Kiel.
Bond joins forces with Russian agent to
battle a looney genius who intends to
destroy civilization and rebuild it under-
water, KIVI-6.
12:00 midnight Jenny.. Marlo Thomas,
Alan Aida, Marion Hailey. Pregnant
small-town girl marries child's father,
eventually, they realize they love each
other, KIVI-6.
Monday, March 12 .
8:00 p.m. Great - Performances,
"Purlie," Melba Moore, Robert Guillaume
and Sherman Hemsley in a special remake
of the Ossie Davis musical, KAID-4.
Tuesday, March 13
8:00 p.m, Nova, "The Miracle of Life,"
cameras inside the human body allow you
to follow the events which turn microscopic
cells into newborn babies, KAID-4~
Wednesday, March 14
8:00 p.m, Smithsonian World, "Speak-
ing Without Words," KAID-4.
10:15 p.m, Ingrid, documentary on the
life ofthe late Ingrid Bergman, KAID-4.
Radio rave
. .
Thursday, March 8
. 5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Jimmy
Spheris, Isle of View, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, March 9 .
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Phil
Everly, Phil Everly, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Monday, March 12
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Stanley
Clarke, School Days, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, March 13
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Otis Rush,
So Many Roads, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, March 14
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Peter
Tosh, Mystic Man, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Oil stage
Bouquet: PauldeLayBand
Crazy Horse: Faux Pas
Pengilly's: John Sprief
Peter Schott's: Gen Harris Trio
Red.Lion ,Downtowner: California
Transfer
Rusty Harpoon: Kona .
Tom Gralney's: Swank and Strickland
WhlskeyRiver: Jettison Etty
.
' .••• ,.l
Calendar ".
Thursday, March 8
Jazz Concert, Don Latarski group, SUB
. Ballroom, 8 p.m., tickets $5 general, $4
students.
Student Recital, Kirsten Smith, flute, 6
p.rn., Music Auditorium, free.
Auditions, Whose Life is it Any"ay?,
Morrison Center, 3 p.m, to 5 p.rn., Stage 2,
7 p.m, to 9 p.m., C219.
Friday, March 9
SPB films, Joe Hill and The Wobblies, 7
p.m., SUB Ada Louge, tickets $2.50
general, $1 BSU students and personnel
and senior citizens.
Women's History Conference, SUB Ball-
room, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 7 p.m., keynote
speakers Dr. Joan Hoff-Wilson and Dr.
Sarah Elbcrt, free.
Faculty Artists Recital, Karen Krout,
violin, Pamela Howard, French Horn,
8: 15 p.rn., Music Auditorium, tickets $4
general, $2 BSU students and personnel.
Auditions, Whose Life is it Anyv.ay?, 3
p.m. to 5p.m., Morrison Center, Stage 2.
A Dancing Force Concert, "Perfect Con-
trast," 8 p.m., SPEC, tickets $3 in
advance at Union Station, $3.50 at the
door.
Opening Night, encore production of E.
fleming IIay, 300 Main St., 8:15 p.m.,
tickets $7, available at the door.
Saturday, March. 10
Women's History Conference, SUB, 9 a.m.
to noon, workshops, free.
A Dancing Force Concert, "Perfect Con-
trast," 8 p.m., SPEC, tickets $3 advance at
Union Station, $3.50 at the door.
Closing Night, E. Hemingway, 300 Main
St., 8: 15 p.m., tickets $7. available at the
door.
Sunday, March 11'
International Beer Tasting, Bouquet, 1010
Main, 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.rn. Tickets $5 in
advance, $6 at the door.
Music For Life Concert, Chamber groups,
Boise High School Auditorium, tickets $5
advance, $6 at the door.
Choral & Percussion Concert, 8:15 p.m.,
SPEC, tickets $4 'general, $2 BSU students
and personnel and senior citizens.
SPB Films, Joe.BlII and The Wobb1ies,
SUB Ada Lounge, tickets $2.50 general, $1
. BSU 'students and personnel and senior
citizens.
Tuesday, March 13
Tuition Debate, 8 p.m., Senate Chambers,
SUB. Sen. John Barker, Buhl and ASBSU
President Deanna Weaver, pro; Sen.
Norma Dobler, Moscow and Former U.
News editor Brad Martin, con; Mike
Endicott, moderator, ~ree.
Wednesday, March 14
"Beta Alpha Psi business meeting· and
elections, Lookout,SUB, 7 p.m.
1984 and Beyond Lecture, William Whyte,
urban designer, film on The Social Life of
Small Urban Spaces, 8 p.rn., SPEC, free.
Women's history
Prominent history professors from Indiana,
New York and the Northwest will address the
concept and impact of women's history at a
March 9 and 10 conference at BSU.
"Taking Back the Past for the Future:
Women's History in 1984" begins on Friday,
March 9 with an 8:45-11 :30 a.m. session on "the
state of the art" in women's history studies in
the SUB Ballroom. The keynote speaker on that
topic will be Dr. Joan Hoff-Wilson, _
Organization of American Historians executive
secretary and history professor at Indiana
University.
Also during the morning session, Dr. Karen
Blair, University of Washington history
professor, will discuss the problems and
potentials of women's history, and Dr. Errol
Jones, BSU history professor, will address a
male historian's relationship to women's
history.
"Current Issues in Women's History" is the
topic of the afternoon session from I :30 to 4:30
p.m, in the ballroom. The speakers and topics
are: Dr. Joanne Meyerwitz,
Claremont-McKenna College,"The relationship
of women's and traditional history;" Dr. Gail
Nomura, Washington State University,
"Minorities within women's history;" and_
Corlann Bush, UniversityOfldaho,
"Practicalities of women's history."
At -; p.m. that evening in the ballroom isthe
second major speaker, Dr. Sarah Elbert. history
professor aiState University of New York,
Binghamton, discussing the "earthly delightsof
women's history." Elbert's most recent research
is in the area of rural women, on which shehas
published several articles.
De Grassi performs
Alex DeGrassi, Liz Story, Leon Atkinson
and Jeff Rue will perform March 12, 13 and 14
. in a series of concerts to benefit the Blaine
County Medical Center.
. On March 12, Leon Atkinson will perform in
the Cannon Bar at the Creekside Bar and Grill
in Ketchum. On March 13Alex De Grassi will
perform in the same room. On March 14, Alex
De Grassi, Leon Atkinson, Liz Story and Jeff
Rue will perform in the Liberty Theatre in
Hailey.
All proceeds will go towards the purchase of a
defribulatorfor the Blaine County Medical
Center. Tickets are $10 and are available at
Budget Tapes and Records.
Ski Film fest I
The Outdoor Activities Center and the !
cooperative for Outdoor Recreational I
Experience of BSU are co-sponsoring a i
Telemark Ski Film Festival, Thursday. March8
at 7:30 p.m. in the BSU Education building. .
room 112.
"Telemarking into the 1980's" and "A
Sawtoofh Odyssey," filmed in Idaho's own
Sawtooth Mountains will both be shown at the
program and a mini-lecture on back country
.telemarking will follow the two films. For more
information about the ski films, telephone
385-1455.
Is it yours?
The BSU all-student showcase production of
WhoseLife is it Anyway? will be cast in
auditions March 8 and 9. The try-outs are
scheduled Thursday and Friday on Morrison
Center Stage 2 from 3-5 p.m., and again on
Thursday from 7-9 p.m, in room C219 of the
center.
Students interested in being cast in one of the
seven male and five female roles in the Brian
Clark play should contact the BSU Theatre Art
Department at 385-3957.
r BSU performance
BSU's percussion ensemble, keyboard
percussion ensemble, University singers and
Meistersingers will join together for a concert
Sunday, March 11 at 8:15 p.m, in the BSU
Special Events Center.
Admission to the concert is $4 for adults and
$2 for senior citizens and children. BSU studen
and personnel will be admitted free of charge.
Student recital
BSU students Andy Plamondon and Ki.rstel
Smith will present a trumpet and flute recital
Thursday, March 8at 6 p.m. in theMusic ,
Auditorium. The recital is free and the pubhc
invited to attend. Both students will be
accompanied l)y Holly Holverson and Chuck
;EriIow oil ~he?ianQ and Helen Connolly on tl
.organ,
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Faculty recital
BSU faculty musicians Karen Krout and
Pamela Howard will perform in a faculty artist
recital Friday, March 9 at 8:15 p.m, in the BSU
Music Auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at
the door and are $4 general admission, "$2
children and senior citizens. BSU students and
personnel will be admitted free of charge.
The violin and French horn duo will be
accompanied by former BSU student Chuck
Enlow on.the piano. The program will open
with Gioacchino Rossini's "Prelude, Theme ,
and Variations," followed by Mozart's
"Sonata, K. 474"and "Concerto No. I in E
Flat Major, Op. II" by Richard Strauss.
- Following the intermission the recital will
resume with Ernest Chausson's "Poeme, Op.
25" and conclude with Brahms' "Trio in E Flat
Major for Horn, Violin and Piano. " , .
Proceeds from the. faculty artists series go
toward the music scholarshipfUlid.
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Hemingway play
Scott-Johnson Productions will present an
encore performance of the one-man show E.
Hemingway at the Women's Club, 300 Main St.
March 9 and 10.
Written and acted by Erv Johnson and'
directed by Ginger Scott, the performances will
give more people a chance to see-the show, lis
the February performances were alhold out,
. according to Scott.
The show will be performed in 'thrust' style,
with audience on three sides of the stage for
.'better sight and sound reception.
Tickets are $7 and are available at the Bazaar,
The Book Shop, Volume One Books and at the
door. Curtain time is at 8:15 p.m,
I . I
'}oan' has ups and downs
by Valerie Mead
The University News
Joan of Lorraine, the major spring
production of the BSU Theatre Arts
Department, is hampered QY'uneven per- the swishy court poet brings out the essence
formances and a heavy-handed script. of intellectual cynicism: Rod Wolfe in. the
Written by Maxwell Anderson and directed role of the Dauphin is effeminate, urbane
by StephenBuss, the show has a play within, and hilarious. .
a play to juxtapose the events and problems Paul Rogers as the scheming court
of Arc's life with the modern theatre. treasurer displays the corruption of wealth
Buss utilizes the large cast well, creating and an intimate knowledge of the under-
the feeling of an actual rehearsal. The handed workings of state.
action of changing sets and the minor crises Jay Pickett as the loyal general and
that arise like clockwork were well done. Mary's confidant is a stabilizing influence
The acting, on the other hand, was on Crumbaugh and Ragland characters. As
characterized by several good performances the sheepish actor pushed forward to voice
and several bad performances. an opinion, Pickett exemplefies the man
Shannon Ragland in the lead role of who 'never really thought about it.'
Mary Grey, the actress who plays Joan, is a The lighting design, by Leigh Daniels, is
prime example. When playing the character appropriately simple, with a few interesting
Joan in the play's play, her emotionality is effects thrown in. Costuming, which
unconvincing, and when she is playing the required a crew of four and the help of
actress, her speech patterns and manner- Theatre Unlimited, Krause Costumes and
isms are no different than Joan's. The two the Idaho Shakespeare Festival" is an
aspects of the character are nearly indis- interesting mix of the modern and the
tinguishable. Medieval, with the balance growing more
Louard Crumbaugh 111, as the show's Medieval as the play progresses.
director and Joan's Inquisitor offers a Joan of Lorraine is rather well acted,
consistent energy and differentiation of the well directed and technically well put
characters he plays. The swaggering au- together. If you can stand a two- and-a-half
thority of the director is a sharp contrast hour treatise on the democracy of the
with the sedate control of the Inquisitor. theatre interspersed with some excellent
Oher members-of the large cast also give moments of drama and humor, the show is
excellent performances. John Priester as well worth seeing.
Latarski ishot, versatile
-~by Jesse ReynardThe University NewsJazz-Fusion guitarist Don Latarski'ssecond album Lifeline proves to be just as
good ashis first-heavy on the rhythm and
easy on -the harmonies, ranging from jazz
to funk to rock and back again.
This versatile style proves to be one of
grace for Latarski and fellow musicians
Dan Siegel and Tom Grant on keyboards,
highlighted by sax and flute work by Jeff
Homan. Bassist Kevin Dietz and percus-
sionist Dan Steuber provide a tight, catchy
rhythm throughout. His style proves to be
quite progressive, unlike anything ever
heard in the jazz spectrum. Rhythm was
given special attention, ranging from big
and catchy to soft and pensive in the more
reflective 'songs, '
While listening to the nine songs on the
album, Latarski's guitar work proved to be .
different in each song, ranging from solid
rock in "Style of the Nile" to a much more
Theatre
subtle mood in "When the Angels Sing,"
blending in excellent keyboard' and horn
work all the while. . .
Latarski began playing- guitar at age 12,
citing his earliest influences as the Rolling
Stones and the Beatles, because of the
heavy involvement of the guitar in their
music. But, after awhile, he began studying
the great blues players. like Muddy Waters
and B.B. King.
Latarski is based in Eugene, Oregon
where' he· continues to record, compose,
and perform. He also teaches music at the
University of Oregon and Lane Community
College. It is uncertain whether such a
community, although very supportive, will
be able to sustain Latarski and his circle of.
creative, talented musicians. His accessible
jazz music continues to be available in the
Eugene area, and is a very good example of
exceptional local talent. He will-play for us
Thursday, March 8th at 8:00 in the SUB
ballroom. Judging from what his album
sounds like, Don Latarski is someone well
worth checking out.
Parsons animated, 'pat
by Edith Decker
The University News
Alan Parsons' new video,' "Don't
Answer Me" brings something new .but
inevitable to the art. It, is completely
animated.
Although.some videos, by Eddie Grant,
for-instance, have been partially animated,
Parsons is the first to do a complete job. I
like the total animation simply because two
parts of a story canbecon:tained in one
video. This is done through the captions or
dialogue of the characters' on the screen.
"Don't Answer Me"l1as its share of'
"boom's," "thud's," and "pow's." It also
has character dialogue; humorously under-
played.
The animation follows the typical story
line of'tcornic strips and contains .a
character,' Nick, Our Hero, who vaguely
resembles Dick Tracy .. The video is
.reminiscent of thispenod and type of
,comic strip. . .
Our Hero is in a bar when acute girl is
. forced by a thug, complete with crew cut
.and muscles,. to .dance. Nick's ire is up.
Later at a drive-in, Nick is thinking of the
pretty girl and, you guessed it, the pretty
girl and the villain cruise into the adjacent
parking space. I'm sure you can guess the
outcome.
The video is unique but, somehow I
thoughtit was a bit too pat. The storyline
is older than the first dime novel and the
characters are quite flat, average.
However, it is a piece of Americana. The
bar is. called the Flamingo. Nick wears a
trench ,coaCThe good guy always wins. 1
can't seem. to decide. between trite and '.
overdone and arecollective sense of the
good old days. After all, can you ever get ~
too much.of.drive-in's and heroes?
-
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Soccer builds stamina and springfitness
by Bill Sharp
The University News
. .
The fast pace, growing' popularity and
low cost of equipment, makes soccer a
great way to break into spring fitness while
enjoying team competition.
Soccer. players must be able to sprint and
to be able to stay Po' ·their toes, for the
duration of a 90 minute game. Only a five
minute break is allowed at half-time so
stamina is necessary, according to Mike
Humphrey, vice-president of the Southern
Idaho Soccer League in Boise.
Good control of the ball is a primary
strategy and also allows a break from
constant running Humphrey said. 'He also
said that the game uses a strategy similar to
that of basketball. in that it relies on a
"give and go," technique.
The object of the game is for team
members to get the ball into the opponents
goal at the end of the field, using only their
feet and heads. One teams member acts as
goal-keeper, a position which requires
intense defense of his teams goal against an
opponent's score. The goal-keepers are the
only players allowed to use their hands in
play.
Soccer can be, "kind of a rough sport,"
President of the BSU Soccer club Sergios
Mavromichalis, said. Of the 20 team
members, seven or eight -are foreign
students with previous experience, which
Mavromechalis sees as very beneficial to
the team.
"Those without experience have a hard
time. Soccer takes a lot of practice to learn
and keep up with," he said.
Soccer is included in' the Fitness
Activities curriculum. Students registering
for FAI90 or FA290 are expected to attend
two hours of practice twice a week and
every league game for the I credit courses.
Most team members play for the enjoyment
of the game rather than the credit,
Mavromichalis said.
The team's practice sessions are rigorous
and frequent. The are held on the Soccer
field north of the SUB, Mondays, Tuesdays
and Fridays from 4:30-6:00 p.rn,
Attendance at either the' Monday or
Tuesday practices and at the Friday
practice is mandatory for team members.
The practices entail 30 to 40 minutes of
calisthenics followed by 30 minutes of
running and then an hour of scrimaging.
On Fridays the team practices strategies for
the following week-end game. The practice
sessions usually require three to four miles
,of running, Mavromichalis said:
The BSU team had only one woman
player last year. According to Humphrey
this in in contrast to other SISL teams, of
....,.
BSU soccer club practices in preparation for spring conference play. Photo by Karl Enochs
the ,700 team members from Mountain
Home to Caldwell, 300 are women. "In
fact," Humphrey said, "We have three
new womens' teams ,this spring."
Humphrey said, that the womens'
participation in SISL is increasing faster
than it is for men or youths in the league.
Due to their hesitant involvement, in the
past, womens' teams have not yet
developed the speed and skill of the mens
teams.
"This causes them to be a little slower
than the men," Humphrey said, "They are
getting more competitive all the time-
they're just not there yet."
The exception to this rule is when rival
teams meet. There are some womens' teams
from the east and the south that are,
according to Humphrey, "just awesome."
The increase in Soccer leagues is .not
'limited to idaho, but is taking place
nation-wide, according to Humphrey. He
said he thinks the increase is due to
Americans realizing that soccer is not a
deliberate contact sport, and is not as
dangerous as other sports.
The United States is still far behind most
of the world in' accepting the sport. Soccer
has been the number one sport nationally in
Europe and South America for many years,
according to Mavromichalis, a Greek
citizen who has been playing the game most
of his life.
"In Europe the people are much more
fanatical about sports than in the U.S.,"
explained Mavromichalis. ,
"They will camp out two days before a
regular season game," he said. The ticket
prices are high, averaging $40 each,'
Mavromichalis continued.
Soccer's popularity has not reached the
fanatical stage in Idaho, but with 3,000 to
4,OOO.men,women and youth playing in the
south-western region alone, interest does
appear to be high.
"We would like to see it become a varsity
Bronco basketball wraps up
by Jeff Kline
The University Ne ....'S·
The Boise State Men's basketball team
splita pair of home games this week and
the women's tennis team swept both of its
matches Saturday to lead the way in Bronco
sports action this week,
The men's basketball team played two
tough games, defeating Idaho State 65-62
Saturday and losing to Weber State 49-47
Thursday: Frank Jackson's 15 points led a
balanced scoring attack against the Bengals
that had four players in double figures.
Free hamburgers were all the fans had to
cheer about Thursday night. -BSU held the
Wildcats to . less than 50 points, which
means all ticket holders receive a free
Wendy's hamburger and a 7-Up.
This week's games were the final games
for .five Bronco seniors. Ron Grossart,
Rawn Hit yes, Vince Hinchen, James
McNorton and Ron Schimbke all ended
their regular scasoncareers at Boise State
,with the.win on Saturday.
Boise State fiDishcs'.tIIe. season· tied .for
fifth placC with a conference record of 6:-8.'
11ie BrodcOS,with a record of 15-12
overaD.'will· play Montana, State' in
"man Maicb 6 in tbe.fin&·~ of the
\
Big Sky Conference Championships.
BSU won the two previous games with
MSU this year,scoring their' only con-
ference road win with a 64-56 victory in
Bozeman on Jan. 14 and running allover
the Bobcats for a 75"53 win in Boise Feb. 9.
The women's tennis team had a
successful day Saturday as they edged
Oregon State 5-4 in Corvallis and then
traveled the 40 miles to McMinnville, Ore.
where they beat Linfield College 8-1.
BSU was led by Susan Frink and Kris
Pudliner who went undefeated in both
singles and doubles matches.
The women's basketball team finished
the season ona disappointing note, losing
93-61 at Moscow Friday night and 77!.63 at
Eastern Washington on Saturday. Coach
Connie. Thorngren's team finishes the
season with a record of 4-10 in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference and
-11-16 over-all.
The Boise State gymnastic squad gave
another impressive showing Saturd8y in
Cheney, Wash" finishing only 56/110ths of-"
apoin(behind the University of MODtana
in a Mountain WCStAthlcticConfercnCc
meet,," . .
Jandle ~aynardp8ced the Booooswith,a .
reccm;I scttina effort on theflo'or am:ise.
,.-~
In addition to her two records, Maynard
Maynard scored a 9.35 to set a MWAC and
BSU record. She also tied a record with a
9.3 in the vault.
also won the floor exercise with it score of,-
9.35 and won the all around with 36.45
points.
Sports briefs
Coaches clinic
A Youth Sports Coaches Clinic, spon-
sored by the Boise City Recreation De-
partment and the National Youth Sports
Coaches Association, is scheduled for the'
general public at Fort Boise Community
Center, 7:30-10 p.mron March 20 and 29
and on' ApriJ 23 and 30, Program oiTers
comprehensive gUidelines for parents, play-
crsan~coaches involved in community
youth spo~'prosrams. SpeciBl clinic dates
may also be arranged for yoUI' oi'Pni-
zation • .InfOrmation: •.~CityRecrcation
Department at 384-4486.
sport," Mavromichalis said. "We need
more support from the school."
At this time, ASBSU presently allocates
enough funds' to cover one-fourth of the
teams lodging and fuel expenses. The cost
to equip each player (shoes and uniform) is
about $20, Mavromichalis said. In addition
to equipment, membership in the SISL is
$13 per player and$1l5 for the team. The
fees pay the cost of referees, state and
national organization' membership and
field rentals. To cover these costs the team '
organizes fundraisers and accepts
donations.
Soccer is played in a two part season. The
first part began March 1 and will continue
through the first week in May. The second
part begins the first week in October and
continues to December. anyone interested
in joining the team, or just coming out to
watch, should contact the team captain,
Carlos Seguel at 386-94% or stop by the
field during practice.
BSU eliminated
A 15-foot shot drilled by Montana State
forward Phil Layher eliminated BSU 65-64
from the Big Sky Conference. basketball
tournament Tuesday night in Bozeman,
Montana.
Montana State by beating Boise State for
the first time in three 1984 meetings, now
advances to play Montana in the
. conference semifinals Friday in Ogden,
Utah.
BSU,'a 22 point winner over Montana
State in their last meeting in Boilie finished
with a season record of 15-13.' Its first
season under Dye produced the school's
,first winning season since 1976.
In Ogden, Utah Tuesday, Weber State
College beat Idaho 67-58 in the first round
of the Bi~ Sky. Conference Tournament.
Weber State will host playoff action Friday
and Saturday nights.
Registration begins
Team registration for the Twilight. Soft-
ballProgram~men's,womcn's, coed. and
church leagues-begins .Monday, March 5
and continj1es throughF'riday, April 6 at
Fort Boise Community Center.Registra-
tion hours: Monday-Friday, 8a.m.-7 p.m,
~'and' Saturday; 10 .a.oi.-4'p.m; Complete
informatio~ avaiJibtc bY,.~ theBolsc .
CitY.Rc;cmt1on ~ at 384-4219. .
-~~----
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by Bill Barrett
The University News
Larry McMurtry, author of screen-
adapted novels suchas Terms of Endear-
ment,' Leaving Cheyenne ("Lovin' Molly),
The Last Picture Show and Horseman;
Pass py ("Hud"), spoke on "Coming to
Terms" Thursday, March I, in the SUB
Ballroom.
Dr. RobertPapinchak, who coordinates
the Writers and Artists Series, said Thurs-
day's was "the largest audience we've had
for this series since I've been here."
Papinchak, who came to BSU in 1979,
teaches creative writing· in the English
department.
McMurtry, before an audience of' about
450, spoke, in a half-drawlish tone (being a
native Texan), about writing fiction and
writing for film. Writing fiction, he said, is
a relatively "cheap art" to produce. Movie
productions, on the other hand, are
extremely costly for producers and de-
manding. Usually, producers run the risk
of losing as much as twelve-million dollars,
which is about what an average movie
costs, McMurtry said. .
In his novels, he is in complete control of
the plots, action and characters. People
may not buy or read his books and
publishers may not publish them, but only
"illness, death or total insanity" can stop
him from writing them, McMurtry said.
"But a movie script is to some extent a
theoretical instrument. It's not a movie. It's
equivalent to a blueprint or a musical
score .. .it's just a point at which you start."
The author discussed how his books were
made into' films. Many were produced
almost by accident. For example, Horse-
man, Pass By, his first novel; was made
into a film because it had a character in it
Paul Newman liked. The Last Picture Show
was bought in the late sixties and .later
abandoned, but it 'was resurrected after
Easy Rider spurned a producers' interest in ., •.c.... Larry.,McMurtry,.authprof Terms of Endearment speaks on "Coming to Terms"Thursday, March 1 at BSU. Photo by Russ P. Markus
teenage exploitation films. .
In his college years, McMurtry wrote
. sixty-five short stories, none of which were
published. In spite of common rnispercep-
. lions, the novel form is the easiest, not the
hardest, literary form to write, McMurtry
said. He added that today about the only
short-story market a new writer can break
into is the New Yorker.
McMurty warned that it is harder to
publish novels today than when he first
started out. He explained that it is not
television, movies, records or video that
have diminished the interest, but the fact of
the so-called "new journalism" that bor-
rows fictional techniques to give factual
information a readable taste.
McMurtry advised that novices should
write the first novel, "get it out of the way"
and go on to the next one. "If you can't
publish it, you never quite get it out of your
system--you're apt to always feel that it's
your fault in some way and go back and
tamper with it and probably ruin it."
McMurtry said he finds the actual
writing process far more enjoyable than
getting published. "I have not found that
anything, any kind of recognition that
comes after you've finished with the book
as interesting as the act of writing itself."
Unlike other authors who draw fact into
their fiction from real-life people and
personal experiences, McMurtry writes
strictly from imagination. He finds writing
about women, therefore, preferable .to
writing about men. "I would rather cast my
imagination as far as I can get it to go," he
explained, indicating that he finds writing
about people he knows less about more
interesting than writing about a forty-seven
year old man, which he is.
McMurtry also addressed this semester's
creative writing class and other students
interested in wi:iting Friday morning
following his Thursday evening talk in -the
SUB Lookout room.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
FOR A NEWSPAp·ER'?
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
AD SALES
WRITERS
PROFESSIONAL COpy
SERVICES
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XEROX· 9500
MIRACLE MACHINE
WE' DO:
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,",ment-SI9 •.5() and up, 'ladies heel til'
,replacement, gel, those old shoes looking
"lmd feeling like neW. '
For Sale
PLANNED PARENTHOOD offers confi-
dential,;'con'traceptive. services and" 'PROFESSIONAL TYPING ••• Term·
pregnancy' counselling. Fees based, on: '.iJ~apers,these5;" manuscripts, resumes"
iricome:;:.Call34s-0700.,;' ' .".' " ' . 'letters, etc. 'Proof~adingincluded; 'Free
.tr.. <'>, , .. ,': ",' " ,;,pick~upandd,liveiy on campus, down.
WANTED: A ride to Seattle!U'e& and back , :,town, "and north end. Mollie Needham
Sprins"teak.Will share CllperiSes.CallV~'; ··385,.()203~
Hammond at 385-0726 ~r336-0708. ''', " " '
":','. ' .'. '"$2.00 OFF, any shoe-,repair.·Just bring the
TPSTE~H~NIE who was at the Bouquet coupon in this weeks UniversityNel4'S to
S;iturdaYNight. Thanks for the pitcher. I OVERLAND SHOE, REPAIR 3203
enjoyed;aneetirig you, although my shyness Overland.
prevented-ine from learning more than your'
first name. If you read this, please give me
a call at 343-3317. Tony. P.S; You are not
too old.for braces. Help. Wanted
TOOL MART-we buy tools. 343~1914,
3701 Overland.
TEX SAYS ... Them tharTHRIFTY Nickel
'Want ADS. shoot. the' spurs off of
.!:Jigh-priced advertisinl" Call 344·4358
todayl"
, ANTIQU~ ARE UNIVERSAL at· Uni·
versal Antiques. 2115 Kootenai. '
'., .
FOR SALE-D& D BOOKS and supplies.
Paid over S80, barely used, will sell for $45
or, best offer. 336-2945, Pete.
,DO 'YOU HAVE A PERSONAL
COMPUTER? $240 TO $480 WEEKLY
now possible while using your Personal
Computer. No experience or skills
required. GUARANTEED. For complete
details please send a stamped self-addressed
envelope to: LWG'322 W. 920 S. Provo,
UT 84601. '
Food & Entertainment For Rent
MIDNIGHT MOVIES at the Mann 4-Plex.
See display ad this issue. ROOMMATE WANTED for 3 bedroom,
1800 sq. ft. east end house. 5 minutes
driving time from BSU. Appx. cost of rent
plus expenses: $160 per month. Call'
338-9364.
SPRING JAMORAMA-2 band party with
The Campers and Faceless, Friday, March
9 at the Mardi Gras 8 p.m.-l a.m, $3, ID
required.
HELP WANTED-teach fly fishing. See
Silver Creek display ad this issue. SUNLINER MOTEL-Color Cable TV with
Free Movie Channel-Queen Waterbeds-
Direct Dial Phone. 344-7647.3433 Chinden
Blvd. BSU Student Discount (with proper
ID).
Services Offered
$2.00 OFF any shoe repair-with coupon-in
this issue. Mens Y2soles and heel replace-
HOLD IN HOME PARTIES. Earn extra
income. 362·9578-, 322-7970.
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Mon~- Thurs.
7 :30am-9 :OOpm
Fri.· 7:30am-6:00pm
Sat. 9:00am-4:00pm
Sun. 11:OOam-4:00pm
75CapitoIBlvd.342-7995
G~tgood.~
m every Issue.
What numbers should you call in an emergency?
Howcan you save more money on local phone
service?What do recent changes in the telecommuni-
cations industry mean to you?
Find out by reading the newsletters that come
in your phone bill. They can answer all these
- questions, as well as tell you about Mountain Bell
long distance service, special services for disabled
customers, rate changes and much more.
In fact, every month you'll find useful,
interesting infonnation about our services, policies
and procedures. So be sure to give each newsletter
. your complete attention. There's good reading for you
in every issue. -
fur the way yoolive.
@
Mountain Bell
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Dear Miss Bronco,
Why the hell does everybody here like to
ski? It seems that all I ever get asked is
"Do you ski?" If you don't then you just
don't make it socially. What about it?
~. Signed,'
;. Summer Lover
. .. . '. Dear Summer, :
Silly us: we' happen to' live where the
mountain's, arehigh and the snow is deep.
(And there's mud by the river where the·
drunks all sleep.) Ever since someone
. discovered that when you put boards- of
your feet and give a push you can (a) get
down the hill faster, (b) break your neck
faster or (c) have fun while you're doing A
or B, things.just haven't been the same.
I know it's tough tothink you're missing
out on all the broken bones and having
your nostrils stuffed with snow of a legal
kind. Try to make the best of it.
As for not making it socially, think how
friendless the poor suckers will be when it's
tennis season and they don't know a Prince
Graphite from Prince Andrew, Besides,
hangingaround with the jock type isn't all
there is in the world.
If they refuse to speak to you solely
because you don't ski, they're probably not
worth the effort anyway. I'm sure there are
others in the same boat (or the same
verdant valley, as it were) as you are.
If you're really lonely, try the local bar.
The inmates may be older, but they're
smart enough to know better.
Signed,
your very own
Waxless, poleless, bootless,
What the hen am I doing on this mountain,
Miss Bronco.
No winners
The University News had a contest and
nobody came. The deadline for the ultimate
name-that-troubleshooting-column contest
has come and gone, and with no winner.
We had entries, but unfortunately they
were University News staff members. Our
final decision, after looking at the names
submitted, was to leave Ms. Bronco as she
is.
The funds for the "Name That Trouble-
shooter" contest will be used in good faith,
however. The University News staff will
divide the prize money, all $10 of it. Let
Let's see, that comes out to 37.5 cents per
staff member. Watch out McDonalds.
If you are the proud possessor of
troubles that need shooting, the University
News troubleshooter can be reached by
writing to Mess Bronco, UniversityNews,
1910UniversityDrive, Boise, Idaho 83725.
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The Real Puzzle1"
Solution
Ground Rules
by Doa RabID A Stone's Throw
EaCh of lbe squa"'" at the
right rep...... ts a different
area of the earth In relief-map .
contour \Ineo. (Due DOrlh. by
the compass needle, varies, as
does scale.) Try to Identify
eacb of them briefly ,In the
spaces provided.
Solving It stones· Throw
. was areal pane [see lllustra-
lion); The stone' entered the
house through the living-room
. window near the stairwell on
lhe (irsl floor; traveled up the
stairs and through' lbe open
bedroom door on the second
floor and exit.edviathe bed-
room window. (Or vice versa.)
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The recent United States Supreme Court decision which limits the role that
professors at a public university can have in policy formation has dangerous
implications. . ' .
The decision in Minnesota Board for Community Colleges V. Knight, centers
around the "rneet and confer" clause of a 1971 Minnesota law dealing with
collective representation of public employees. , .
The problem was that administrators were required to meet and confer "':lt~ only
union representatives on matters of policy as well as matters of labor negonanon.
The effect of this was to bar non-union faculty members from conferring with
their administration on policy matters as broad as curricula, academic standards
and budgest proposals. ' ,
The Minnesota law, of course, has no jurisdiction in Idaho. But the theory.and
reasoning behind a Supreme Court decision applies to all American jurisdictions.
The reasoning behind the Minnesota Board case gives court approval to all
administrators at all public universities who insulate themselves from the faculty
and its input. This approval includesBSU and its administrators.
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor wrote in the majorityopinion that M~nn~so~a was
constitutionally justified in restricting "the class of persons to whom It Will hsten
in its making of policy." She further wrote that it is acceptable for an
administrator to confer only with the union representative - even in matters not .
related to work conditions or wages - because the choice of representative is
"based on majority support within the unit."
The argument Justice O'Connor used in her majority opinion was based on .
convenience and that is why it is fraught with danger for all of academe. The FITSt
Amendmentmay be the most inconvenient sentence ever written. It requires the
majority view or the view in the seat of power, which needs no protection, to allow
the minority view to exist, develop and be shared.
In his dissent, Justice John Paul Stevens deplores that the Court would uphold a
statute which emasculates the ability of faculty to have' 'a meaningful opportunity
to speak" with the administration.
"If the First Amendment is truly to protect the 'free play of the spirit' within
our institutions of higher learning," Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., wrote in
another dissent, "then the taculty must be able to participate effectively in the
discussion" of policy matters. '
Each member of the BSU faculty deserves to be heard and to have his or her
recommendations considered fully in the formation of policy at this university.
The BSU students deserve the benefit of policy formed with the influence of those
who have daily contact with them.
President John Keiser has said that his administration has an open door policy
and that all faculty are welcome to air their views.
We can only hope that this approach will win out at BSU and that this and
future administrations won't hide behind the Court's Minnesota Board decisionin
forming policy that affects us all.
Letters _
Yea PIRG
Editor of the News
. This letter considers Idaho PIRG, in
terms of conceptual structure, benefits to
BSU students, and its opponents.
The students of BSU are a community,
with common problems, concerns, and,
interests outside of academics. For ex-
ample, most of us rent, use banks, and are
concerned about in-state tuition.
We are not an organized community,
however. If we organize ourselves .into
Idaho PIRG, we will have a way to do
research" together in order to make
informed choices, and to lobby in our own
interests ..
One source of opposition to Idaho PIRG
is anyone who profits from uninformed,
disorganized, and politically weak BSU
students.
As its name implies, the Idaho Public
Interest' Research Group would be con-
cerned primarily with fact-finding. Before
we can make any informed choice-on
which bank serves us best; on whether to
have tuition-we must have the' facts.
Opponents - accuse PIRGs of always
pursuing liberal partisan goals in lobbying.
Since Idaho PIRG will be completely
controlled by and made up of students, it
will do research and lobbying on issues and
in directions Idaho students choose:
Furthermore, we don't have to be liberals
or conservatives to want to save money, or
to want to know If our children are playing
in a toxic waste dump. ,
The students of BSU would completely
control Idaho PIRG in five ways. First, the
PIRG would' only be established after a
'majority of the full-time students sign the
petition to demonstrate a clear democratic
mandate for IdahoPIRG and its fee
system.
Second, the refund aspect of the fee
serves two functions: It protects the rights
of the minority who do not wish to
participate in the student community, and
it provides direct democratic control over
the PIRG's budget.
If a majority of students ask for a
refund for two consecutive semesters,
Idaho PIRG will be removed from the fee
statement, automatically, by contract with
the university, because it will clearly have
lost its democratic mandate.
Third is contract renewal. Every three to
five years, we students must demonstrate
by petition that we still want Idaho PIRG.
Fourth, the Board of Directors of Idaho
PIRG will be students elected by and from
the student body.
First, students will be Idaho PIRG;
students will do all the research, publishing,
and lobbying.
Some opponents of Idaho PIRG say that
it should be funded by donation. This is
intentionally deceptive, because it implies
that Idaho PIRG is a separate entity from
the student body.
The organizing committee has always
clearly stated that it is seeking a fee to fund
an organization which would represent the
interests of the entire student community.
How could Idaho PIRG benefit us? My
father gave me this example. My brother is
a student at Hillside Junior High School,
which is located at a very busy intersection
in Boise. Only a flashing stop light controls
the traffic there, which was adequate ten
years ago when I went to Hillside.
How can my father get a walk/don't
walk light at the intersection? Someday any
of us now at BSU might have a similar
concern. '
In the long run, if we as .students learn
. how to be active and effective in our
community, we will make the United States
a stronger and better place to live, because
we as citizens will know how to retain
control of our government and our lives.
- Glenn Goffin
Ad Hoc Organizing Committee for Idaho
" PIRG
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, Letters
.Senate activities
Editor of The News:
This letter is in response to the mis-
leading article that was written by Rick
Bernt in the Feb. 1edition of the University
News. This article was about ASBSU and
referred to the business that occurred
during the Jan. 25 Student Senate Meeting. ' •
" At the Jan. 25 meeting, the senate spent
several minutes debating the word 'School'
instead of 'college' that was used to
describe Boise State on a senate report."
, "Toward the close of the meeting,
several members nominated Dennis White,
Education Senator to a committee for
'keeping quiet during meetings.' "
This was all that was reported as
happening during this meeting. As a service
to the readers of this paper, the students of
BSU, and especially to the ASBSU
Administration and Senate, I would like to
report on some of the other business that
occurred during this same meeting, as
reported from the official Senate minutes.
I. The Senate approved an allocation of
$4,000 to the Student Programs Board to
be used for lectures on campus.
2. The Senators approved the first reading
of Senate Bill #56: to amend Senate Act #5
which established the funding policy of
recognized clubs and organizations on
campus by ASBSU.
3. Carole Golder, the Assistant Director of
Student Activities, announced that there
will be a workshop for the clubs and
organizations on campus' and that ASBSU
would be giving a seminar about budgeting
procedures.
4. It was announced that Senator Ball and
Senator White would try to distribute the
"National Student Savings Cards," which
are free, to students, faculty and staff at the
next weekend basketball game.
5. Senator White was presented the
OCNORB award: for his quietness during
the Senate meetings.
I feel that' as a newspaper it is the
responsibility of its staff to report fairly
and accurately on whatever subject that
they are reporting on. It is with this idea in
mind that I feel that this letter had to be
written.
Susan Parsons
ASBSU Secretary
FromASBSU
There has been a great deal of publicity
surrounding, the recent efforts to establish
an Idaho Public Interest Research Group
(pIRG) on the Boise State University
campus.
Because some of that publicity linked my
name with both past and present PIRG
efforts, I feel compelled to write this letter
in an attempt to set the record straight"
regarding my PIRG related activities.
In 1979" in my first semester on the
campus of BSU, I was approached by a
PIRG advocate and asked to sign a petition
stating my support for the establishment of
. an Idaho PIRG.
Thinking that a research group geared
toward the interest of students sounded like
"Ii good concept, I signed my name to the,
petition and proceeded on my waY,not
giving it another thought.
Five years later, after I had become
Student Body President of BSU, I picked
up an edition of the student newspaper to,
read that I had helped with the unsuccessful '
PIRG campaign in 197.9.
While 1am flattered thatPIRG wanted'
to use my name, apparently to give' strength .
to their cause, ~I hardly think that my
signature alone on a petitio~ should ,serve.
Editor of the News:
This letter is in response to the 'I:ditorial
by Mike Jaroszko. '
I am not a member of PIRG, but the
logic of the Feb. 22 editorial hasdriven me
into PIRG's ranks. The first argument. Mr.
Jaroszko makes is that we must examine
the motives of any cause before we affirm
it.
I '11let PIRG answer the charges that they
are a tool of Ralph Nader (although I
sincerely doubt it). My problem is that the
editorial doesn't make much sense.
As I understand it, PIRG will be a voice
for the students. If the students on our
campus feel that there is a pressing need for
auto legislation-then what is the problem?
That is democracy in action.
The most important thing to point out is
that PIRG really will be a voice for the
students. We will control it. Not ASBSU.
Not the administration. But it is our voice
to our legislators.
Several nights ago a PIRG person called
me for the purposes of setting up an
interview between a PIRG representative
and my organization (Reader's Theatre).
I When asked about what specific goalsPIRG wished to accomplish, this individual
responded: "Whatever BSU students think
is important." I have not seen such faith in
all Qf Idaho-yea not even in ASBSU.
Richard Wright
Reader's Theatre Organization
Editors note: Wright is referring to a guest
opinion by Jaroszko, not an editorial.
Vote the difference
, Editor of the Ne· ....s:
Does it concern anyone that ASBSU
elections are March 20 and 21? It should!
ASBSU is your student government.
I strongly encourage you, as students of
Boise State University, to make your voice
known. Participate in the ASBSU spring
1984 election-March 20 and 21. Your voice
will make a difference.
Sergios Mavromichalis
Chairperson
ASBSU Election Board
as an 'indication that I helped in the
unsuccessful 1979 campaign.
I think this' is misleading and that the
contention that I helped in 1979 should
have been checked before the story went to
print. _
The truth of the matter is that I think
that a research group' by and for the
students is a great concept. However, while
I agree for the most. part with that theory
and concept I still have many questions
about its potential in practice; and if it
WOUld,truly be' a research group for- all
students of BSU, not just for those wbo
would choose to be actively involved.
If the latter is true then I do not feel that
the group should receive funding through
the .mechanism it is proposing. Because I
have had some questionsT. have been
unwilling to throw my support behind the
PIRG effort.
At the same time, because I felt it was a
good -concept, I granted authority in the
Fall.of 1983 for the establishment of an ad
hoc' committee to ascertain' the degree of
support for a PIRGon this campus.
If the majority of students want a PIRG,
thenI do not feel that it is my light or my
place to stand in, the way of such an effort.
My only caution is that all students should
consider, fully' the possible implications of
such 'a move before making a com-
mittment.
__Deanna Weaver
ASBSU President
'.
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Thanks, PIRG . Letters ' . PIRG debate
.Editor of The News,
After observing a few people. dissem-
inating anti-PIRG literature on campus on
Feb. IS, Ldecided that it was time that I no
longer remain the casual political observer
that I prefer to be.
The literature in question is an old a~ticle
.by that well known reactionary journalist:
JamesKilpatrick. fie uses such' emotionally
charged terms as "quiche-eating crowd",
"support abortion", "oppose nuclear
power", "hotbed of ideological and pol.
itical activism", and "various liberal-
causes".
He is, actually, quite adept at mani-
pulating conservative minds, but this article
is quite devoid of facts. So, a little about
"compulsory voluntarism" on the Boise
State campus.
Last year, 6839 fun time students
attended BSU in the faIl semester, 6494
attended in the spring. They each paid
$400.S0 each semester. They were
"volunteered" to spend:
-Pavilion Bond $SO.oo
-Stadium arid Other Bonds $44.00
-Athletics $18.00
-Health Center $16.00
-ASBSU $17.00
. Editor of The News,
I would like to thank BSU students on
behalf of Idaho PIRG (Public Interest
Research Group), for their patience and
encouraging words during the past three
weeks of our petition drive.
My only disappointment, while petition-
ing, has been encountering the students
who refuse to learn or even read about
Idaho' PIRG. Students who have made up
their minds against supporting PIRG after
they have been informed, are fine. They
have used their democratic right to choose.
But students who refuse to be informed
are taking our democracy for granted.
Maybe they should try being a student in
another country and see how it feels.
Students in most countries ....ish they had
the right to distribute and read literature
from different organizations.
They ....ish they could become involved in
participatory citizenship. So Students!
Don't stick your head in the sand. Find out
about Idaho PIRG. Read and ask
questions. Exercise your right as a citizen;
participate in democracy.
-Alumni Fee $2.S0
among others. You may extend these
figures to see how many hundreds of
thousands of doIlars this represents. .
Some of the questions that come to mind
are:
-How long will it be until the stadium bond
is paid off?
-Why is no athletic fee refund offered to
those who never attend the games?
-Why did Pavilion ticket policy for the ZZ
Top concert only aIlow 200 seats at a
generous $1.00 discount to its greatest
investor?
.As I understand, the mandatory $3 fee is
the major issue against the ratification of
PIRG. Yet, this country is founded on
"compulsory voluntarism". Income tax,
social security. sales tax, property tax, and
. in time of war, military draft are all
institutions in our country.
Currently, BSU's major liaison with the
community is the varsity athletic program.
This will be remedied to some degree when
the performing arts will be represented by
the Morrison Center.
Tool Mart We
3701 Overland Buy
343--1914 Tools
Good New & Used Tools
Still, the academic community will have
no representative body. Properly
organized, PIRG can fill this gap. Students
in academic disciplines will make progress'
.towards being recognized as important in
the community of Boise, the County of
Ada, the State of Idaho, the United States
of America.
Resolved: The Associated Student Body
of Boise State University feels that it is
important enough to represent the
academic disciplines to the community that
the students are willing to pay an additional
$3 a semester to support a Public Interest
Research Group.
Debate is open. Please use facts. Since
this issue is to be decided by petition, the
only way that you can support this
organization is to 'sign the petition. This
issue will not be decided in an election in
which only ten percent of the population
votes.
Greg Despopoulos
Chemistry major
....
FLY FISIlERMAN
Fuji Kreider
Graduate Student, Public Administration
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We admit it. It takes a dif- trades, business, forestry, and other
ferent kind of person to be a Peace specialties throughout the develop-
Corps volunteer. . ing world.
We won't mislead you with' Being a volunteer isn't 'for
glowing pictures of exotic lands. The everyone, and it isn't easy, but to the
hours as a volunteer are long. The people of the developing. nations
pay is modest. And the frustrations' who have never before had basic
sometimes seem overwhelming. But health care or enough to eill,.' the
the satisfaction and rewards areim- Peace Corps brings a message-of
mense. You'll be immersed in a new hope and change.' ' .'
culture, become fluent in a new . We invite you to lookinto.the
language, and learn far more about volunteer opportunities beginniOgcin
the third world - and yourself - the next 3-12 months in A.fri~ai
than. you ever expected. Asia, Latin Amettca, .andthe"J?a-
You'\1 also discover that prog- cific. Our representativeswill ..be
ress brought about by Peace Corps pleased to proVide you withdet,~ils.
volunteers is visible and measurable: ..... '
Such as health cliniCs established in
thePh.ilippines; Fresh-w~ter fish
ponds constructed in Kellya; roads
and schools and irrigation systems
built In Upper Volta; tens of thou~
sands of people given essential skills
in farming, nutrition, the skilled
."
Silver Creek Outfitters Is a retail
store located In Sun Valley, Idaho
specialiZing In fly fishing. Interested
applicants should be highly moti-
vated with above average intelligence
and be able to work from June 15 -
Sept. 15. Responslbillties Include fly'
fishing Instruction and retail sales.
Applicants should have ability and
. desire to learn and enjoy working
and teaching people. Experience In
fly fishing, retail or fisheries Is
desirable but not necessary. Please
send complete resume to:
SILVER CREEK OUTFITTERS
Box 418 ~/ :'\=====Ketehum .. 1
Idaho 83340 ~ /
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.FRESHMEN 'SOPHOMOIIES
Make itwith us and
the sky's the limit.
THE MARINES ilEED PILOTS
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
* FULL TIME FRESHMAN OR SOPHOMORE
*ANY MAJOR
, * 20/20 VISION
. *NO FLIGHT EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
DATE: March 19
TIME: 8pm
PLACE: STUDENTUNION -Big 4 Room.
BENEFITS
*GUARANTEED FLIGHT SCHOOL
*NO ON CAMPUS TRAINING
*NO o.BLlGA TION
*STARTING SALARY $19,000-$20,000
SEE CAPT R.K. Aiken USMC
International Aviation Fraternity
Alpha Eta Rho will be hosting
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